All relevant data are within the paper and its Supporting Information files.

Introduction {#sec001}
============

Flow-through respirometry is an important and powerful tool for understanding physiology, providing a mechanism to estimate the metabolic rate of animals, plants, microorganisms, cells, and tissues with a broad range of sizes \[[@pone.0139508.ref001]\]. In this technique, the driven air through a respirometry chamber constantly replenishes the oxygen (O~2~) consumed by the animal while transporting carbon dioxide (CO~2~) and water vapor produced by the animal to a gas analyzer \[[@pone.0139508.ref001]--[@pone.0139508.ref004]\]. For animals, metabolic rate is estimated by measuring the oxygen consumption rate ${\overset{˙}{V}}_{O_{2}}$ and/or carbon dioxide production rate ${\overset{˙}{V}}_{CO_{2}}$ \[[@pone.0139508.ref005]\]. Despite a long tradition of using these measurements to calculate time-varying metabolic rates, it is well known that flow-through respirometry systems do not in fact measure gaseous signals instantaneously. This problem not only reduces the precision of measurement, it can also obscure important physiological information about the animal of study. The root of the problem results from volumetric washout of the gas of interest (O~2~, CO~2~, or water vapor) within the chamber, pipes, and the detection chamber of the gas analyzer. In practice, if the animal emits a short burst of CO~2~, the inlet airflow gradually washes the emitted CO~2~ molecules from the chamber and delivers them to the gas analyzer, changing the shape of the emitted burst ([Fig 1](#pone.0139508.g001){ref-type="fig"}). Depending on the chamber size and the flow rate, it can take several seconds to several hours to wash out all of the CO~2~ molecules from the single burst. During this period, the animal may produce other CO~2~ bursts that can intermix before entering the gas analyzer. The net effect of this process is alteration and/or superposition of the signals, resulting in recorded data that are different from the true gas exchange signal emitted from the animal.

![Washout problem in flow through respirometry systems.\
When the animal changes the concentration of a metabolic gas inside the respirometry chamber with a certain shape, it appears in a different pattern in the outlet.](pone.0139508.g001){#pone.0139508.g001}

In addition to changing the signal itself, another major problem with flow-through respirometry is synching gas exchange data with other physiological measurements. Processes of interest can range broadly from movement cycles during locomotion \[[@pone.0139508.ref006], [@pone.0139508.ref007]\] to food consumption in animals \[[@pone.0139508.ref008], [@pone.0139508.ref009]\]. The faster or more transient the process, the more important it is to understand the temporal dynamics of the true respiratory signal. For example, all insects periodically open and close their spiracles (valve-like structures that regulate respiration), and some species also collapse and re-inflate their tracheal tubes on the second to sub-second timescale \[[@pone.0139508.ref010]--[@pone.0139508.ref012]\]; the exact timing and pattern of these events governs the animal's external gas exchange patterns. In studying this system, an improperly matched respiratory signal may lead an investigator to attribute peaks in CO~2~ release to spiracular opening rather than bulk flow created by tube collapse, or vice versa, leading to an incorrect interpretation of the insect's respiratory physiology. Therefore, any interpretation of the dynamics of respiration based solely on the uncorrected recorded data can be inaccurate or erroneous, potentially leading to major misunderstandings about organismal physiology or behavior \[[@pone.0139508.ref013]\]. Here, we present two methods to improve the quality of data recovery in flow-through gas exchange systems.

Background {#sec002}
----------

Several methods have been employed to recover metabolic signals, including moving average \[[@pone.0139508.ref014]\], trend identification \[[@pone.0139508.ref015]\], Kalman-Bucky estimation \[[@pone.0139508.ref016]\], and stochastic deconvolution \[[@pone.0139508.ref017]\]. Among these methods, trend identification has shown a better performance in detecting long, near-constant CO~2~ emissions (rectangular pulses with a period of 32 min or longer), and the stochastic regularization method performs better in detecting smaller pulses of CO~2~ (rectangular pulses with periods of 16 min) \[[@pone.0139508.ref017]\]. However, the most well-used method for recovering the instantaneous gas exchange signal in small animals is the Bartholomew method, also known as the Z-transform (ZT) method \[[@pone.0139508.ref018]\]. Bartholomew et al. \[[@pone.0139508.ref018]\] first used this technique to determine the metabolic demand of preflight warm-up in sphingid and saturniid moths, an event with a duration on the order of 5 minutes. Since their study, this simple but powerful method has been widely used in a variety of other applications to measure the metabolic cost of transient phenomena in flow-through respirometry systems \[[@pone.0139508.ref001], [@pone.0139508.ref008], [@pone.0139508.ref009], [@pone.0139508.ref019], [@pone.0139508.ref020]\]. Independently, Woakes established a seemingly different method to recover the instantaneous gas exchange to study the correlation of the gas exchange and heart rate in swimming and diving ducks \[[@pone.0139508.ref021], [@pone.0139508.ref022]\]. However, Woakes' method is mathematically identical to the ZT method, as we show in the Supporting Information (Appendix F in [S1 File](#pone.0139508.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Despite the wide usage of the ZT method, there have been few attempts to probe the limits of the method or to enhance its accuracy \[[@pone.0139508.ref023]--[@pone.0139508.ref025]\]. The ZT method requires the application of a relatively simple mathematical process: the instantaneous metabolic signal is determined as a linear combination of the recorded data and its derivative. This method has two recognized problems. The first is that it uses the derivative of the data, and therefore any noise in the system will be magnified \[[@pone.0139508.ref001], [@pone.0139508.ref026]\]. A few analytical techniques have been developed to address this problem. Brychta et. al. \[[@pone.0139508.ref024]\] introduced a wavelet-based approach to remove the noise and retain the actual signals. Sun et. al. \[[@pone.0139508.ref023]\] showed that using a moving average filter can reduce the noise significantly. Chartrand \[[@pone.0139508.ref027]\] offered a general method to determine the derivatives of noisy data. These methods make it possible to sufficiently remove the noise, and have largely alleviated the noise problem.

However, the second problem, which is derived from the assumptions of the ZT method, remains largely unaddressed. The ZT method is constructed on the assumptions of immediate and uniform gas mixing in the chamber, and also the negligible effect of the finite length and diameter (ie. volume) of the pipes and gas analyzer on the metabolic signals. Using one or multiple fans inside the respirometry chamber \[[@pone.0139508.ref001], [@pone.0139508.ref023]\] can facilitate gas mixing, but the perfect mixing and negligible pipe length assumptions are not ideal \[[@pone.0139508.ref001], [@pone.0139508.ref013], [@pone.0139508.ref018], [@pone.0139508.ref026]\], and they need to be evaluated and replaced with more precise assumptions.

In an effort improve the quality of signal recovery, we tested the assumption of perfect mixing of the ZT method and then used our results to improve the method. First, we re-derived the ZT method's equations and used this to establish a mathematical framework for finding its sources of imprecision. These mathematical tools provide the criteria needed to test the ZT method's assumptions experimentally using a variety of volumes and flow rates of respirometry systems. We then use the developed mathematical framework to develop two new theoretical methods that enable the determination of instantaneous gas exchange signals with a much higher accuracy than previously possible. Lastly, we use experimental data to compare these methods with the ZT method, and demonstrate sub-second accuracy in a highly dynamical gas exchange using the analytical methods developed here.

Methods {#sec003}
=======

ZT method {#sec004}
---------

Here, we re-derive the equation first presented by Bartholomew et al. \[[@pone.0139508.ref018]\] from first principles, transforming it into a format that can be used to evaluate the assumptions of the method.

An open flow-through respirometry system drives air through the respirometry chamber containing the animal with air either pushed or pulled by a pump. The flow rate *F* is usually controlled with a flow meter. The fractional concentration of the gas of interest (O~2~, CO~2~, or H~2~O) is constant in the inlet flow, and the change (*c*) due to the animal is measured in the outlet flow ([Fig 1](#pone.0139508.g001){ref-type="fig"}). Here, we assume the inlet and outlet flows are equal and constant and that the respiration of the animal does not have a significant effect on the flow rate. Sometimes, when the gas of interest is CO~2~ or H~2~O, the inlet air is scrubbed to remove the gas of interest from the inlet air \[[@pone.0139508.ref005]\], but methodologically, this is not required. The animal inside the chamber consumes (O~2~) or produces (H~2~O/CO~2~) the gas of interest with the flow rate ${\overset{˙}{V}}_{X}$, where *X* refers to O~2~, CO~2~, or H~2~O. In the ZT method, we assume that gas mixing inside the chamber is immediate and complete, meaning that the concentrations of gases are instantly uniform across the chamber. In later equations, the gas exchange rate is divided by the inlet flow rate to provide a dimensionless rate, $u = {\overset{˙}{V}}_{X}/F$.

To correct time-series respirometry data, Bartholomew et al. \[[@pone.0139508.ref018]\] provided the following equation (ZT method, see Appendix A in [S1 File](#pone.0139508.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for more details): $$u(k) = \frac{1}{Z}c(k + 1) - \frac{1 - Z}{Z}c(k)$$ where $$Z = 1 - e^{- \frac{F}{V}T}$$

Here, *V* is the chamber volume, *T* is the sampling period, *k* is the sample number, and for small sampling times $Z = \frac{F}{V}T$.

Considering the conservation of mass (using the continuity equation), the concentration of the gas inside the respirometry chamber at time *t*, *c*(*t*), will change as follows: $$c(t + dt)V = c(t)V + Fu(t)dt - Fc(t)dt$$ where *c*(*t+dt*)*V* and *c*(*t*)*V* are the masses of the interest gas, and *t* is time. *Fu*(*t*)*dt* is the mass of the gas of interest that the animal infuses into the chamber, and *Fc*(*t*)*dt* is the mass that exits through the outlet flow during the interval *dt*. [Eq 1](#pone.0139508.e005){ref-type="disp-formula"} can be written as a first-order differential equation: $$u(t) = c(t) + \frac{1}{F/V}\overset{˙}{c}(t)$$ and solved as follows: $$c(t) = c(0)e^{- \frac{F}{V}t} + \frac{F}{V}{\int\limits_{0}^{t}{u(\tau)e^{- \frac{F}{V}\tau}d\tau}}$$ where *c*(0) is the concentration of the gas at *t* = 0.

[Eq 4](#pone.0139508.e009){ref-type="disp-formula"} directly determines the instantaneous gas exchange rate (*u*) from the recorded data: $$u(t) = c(t) + \frac{c(t + dt) - c(t)}{Z}$$ where $= \frac{F}{V}dt$, and it requires high sampling rate of the outlet gas. Discretizing [Eq 4](#pone.0139508.e009){ref-type="disp-formula"} for arbitrary sampling rates results in Eqs [1](#pone.0139508.e005){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [2](#pone.0139508.e006){ref-type="disp-formula"}, which is known as the ZT method; this was derived in a different way in the original work \[[@pone.0139508.ref018]\] (see Appendices A and B in [S1 File](#pone.0139508.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for details).

The impulse response of a chamber {#sec005}
---------------------------------

In linear system theory, one important way to analyze a linear system is finding and analyzing its impulse response, which is the reaction of the system to a very short unit impulse in a linear time-invariant (LTI) system. The key feature of the impulse response is that it contains all the dynamical characteristics of the system \[[@pone.0139508.ref028]\]. The output *c*(*t*) of any linear time-invariant (LTI) system from an arbitrary input *u*(*t*) can be determined by convolving the input with the impulse response of the system \[[@pone.0139508.ref029]\] if the system initially was at zero: $$c(t) = {\int\limits_{0}^{t}{u(\tau)h(t - \tau)d\tau}}$$ where *h*(*t*) is the impulse response of the system. By setting *c*(0) = 0 in [Eq 5](#pone.0139508.e010){ref-type="disp-formula"} and transforming it to the format of [Eq 7](#pone.0139508.e013){ref-type="disp-formula"}, the impulse response of the ZT model can be determined to be $h\left( t \right) = \frac{F}{V}e^{- \frac{F}{V}t}$. Later, we compare this impulse response with the real impulse response of the system, which must be determined experimentally.

Experimental setup {#sec006}
------------------

Two different experimental methods were used to find the impulse response of the respirometry chambers and to evaluate the new methods.

### Setup 1 {#sec007}

To determine the impulse response of a respirometry system for any given flow rate, a short pulse of CO~2~ was injected roughly in the location where the animal would be during experimental trials. The concentration of the output gas was then used to determine the impulse response of the system. Specifically, a short (100 ms) pulse of CO~2~ was injected with microinjector (Picospritzer III, Parker Hannifin, Precision Fluidics Division, NH, US) into the middle of the chamber, roughly reflecting the location from where the animal would release CO~2~, and the data were recorded with a gas analyzer (LI 7000 Li-Cor, Nebraska, USA, [Fig 2](#pone.0139508.g002){ref-type="fig"}). Then, we normalized the data by dividing it by the area below the data curve to find the impulse response of the system (see Appendix C in [S1 File](#pone.0139508.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for details).

![Experimental setup to determine the impulse response of a flow through respirometry system.\
The impulse response of each respirometry setup was found by infusing a pulse of CO~2~ with the duration of 100 ms by means of the picospritzer, roughly in the location where an animal would be. The recorded output was normalized to find the impulse response.](pone.0139508.g002){#pone.0139508.g002}

This protocol was repeated for three different respirometry chambers (volume 28, 125, and 600 mL) and five different flow rates (125, 250, 500, 1250, and 2500 mL/min). The 28 mL chamber was a custom 25×25×45 mm^3^ rectangular volume, and the 125 and 600 mL chambers were modified Fisher wash bottles (Fisher Scientific, MA, USA). The flow rate of pressurized CO~2~-free inlet air was controlled with a flow control valves (MFC 5850E, Coastal Instruments, Inc., NC). For each combination of chamber and flow rate, this process was repeated ten times, and the impulse response of the system was taken as the average.

To evaluate the technique of using fans to induce mixing \[[@pone.0139508.ref001], [@pone.0139508.ref023]\], we placed two relatively large fans (15x15mm 5V DC brushless, SEPA Europe GmbH, Freiburg, Germany) inside the 28 mL chamber, close to the inlet and outlet ports, and determined the impulse response at flow rates of 125, 250, 500, 2500 mL/min.

### Setup 2 {#sec008}

Infusing CO~2~ into to the inlet flow for long periods of time will change the flow rate of the system, invalidating the LTI system assumption (i.e., [Eq 3](#pone.0139508.e008){ref-type="disp-formula"} will not be valid). Therefore, to evaluate the methods, we used a high-speed pneumatic valve (MHE2-MS1H-5/2-M7-K, Festo, NY, USA) to switch between the CO~2~-free air and 100 ppm CO~2~ gas ([Fig 3](#pone.0139508.g003){ref-type="fig"}) at the inlet. In this way, by maintaining the same flow rate for both gases, the inlet flow rate was kept constant. The valve was controlled with LabVIEW and a data acquisition device (NI 9472, National Instruments, Austin, USA). Because the new setup has a different impulse response than setup 1 (with microinjector), we determined its impulse response with the same process and used it in the data recovery algorithms.

![Experimental setup to evaluate the methods.\
A high-speed valve switches the inlet flow between pure air and 100 ppm CO~2~. The concentration of CO~2~ in the outlet gas is measured in the gas analyzer.](pone.0139508.g003){#pone.0139508.g003}

Experimental evaluation of the methods {#sec009}
--------------------------------------

After recording the input signal and the output CO~2~ concentration, we applied the ZT method and the new methods to the data to recover the input signal. The estimation of the input signal $\hat{u}\left( t \right)$ was compared with the true input signal *u*(*t*), and the error of the method was found as follows: $$\text{ITAE} = {\int\limits_{0}^{\infty}{\left| {\overset{\frown}{u}(t) - u(t)} \right|dt}}$$ where ITAE is Integral Time Absolute Error (ITAE = $\int_{0}^{\infty}\left| e \middle| dt \right.$).

Two sets of experiments were used to evaluate and compare the methods:

### 1- CO~2~ infusion in different frequencies {#sec010}

In the first set of experiments, the 28 mL respirometry chamber was used and the high-speed pneumatic valve was used to switch between CO~2~-free air and 100 ppm CO~2~ gas before the respirometry chamber with controlled frequencies. To probe the accuracy of the methods, the frequency of switching between air and CO~2~ was set to 0.1, 0.15, 0.25, 0.5, and 1 Hz. Three pulses of CO~2~ at each frequency were injected into the chamber. This experiment was repeated for two flow rates of 250 and 500 mL/min and the data were recorded at 10 Hz.

### 2- Impulse response curve {#sec011}

In the second set of experiments, we aimed to recover a very short pulse of CO~2~ from the respirometry data using each method. In the previous trials, the shortest possible input was used to determine the impulse response of the respirometry chambers at different flow rates. Therefore, we used the impulse response data from the 28 mL chamber with the flow rate of 500 mL/min.

Experimentally tuning the constants of the methods {#sec012}
--------------------------------------------------

The ZT method uses a constant parameter (*Z* in Eqs [1](#pone.0139508.e005){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [2](#pone.0139508.e006){ref-type="disp-formula"}) to determine the true gas exchange signal. The EZT and GZT methods also contain some constant parameters that can be determined analytically or experimentally. Previous studies have shown that a theoretically-determined *Z* does not work accurately in experiments and should be tuned experimentally \[[@pone.0139508.ref001], [@pone.0139508.ref018], [@pone.0139508.ref026]\]. We found the parameters for the new method with experiments as well. For this purpose, the varying input *u*(*t*) and output *c*(*t*) were recorded experimentally and then used to determine the parameters. In the first experiment, we used the 28 mL chamber and the flow rates of the air and CO~2~ line were set to 250 mL/min ([Fig 3](#pone.0139508.g003){ref-type="fig"}). Using the pneumatic valve, three pulses of CO~2~ with durations of 200 ms and offset two seconds apart were injected into the chamber. The data were recorded at a sampling rate of 10 Hz. We then repeated the same experiment using a flow rate of 500 mL/min. We used these data to find the constant parameters of the each method in this paper (ZT, EZT, and GZT methods).

The coefficient of each method can be found by minimizing the error (ITAE) between the estimated input and the real known experimental input, *u*(*t*), using the optimization algorithm 'fminsearch' function in Matlab (R2013a, MathWorks, USA) ([Eq 8](#pone.0139508.e016){ref-type="disp-formula"}).

Noise reduction {#sec013}
---------------

Respirometry systems operate like a low-pass filter, smoothing out fast changes in the gas exchange signals. Therefore, the inverse process, recovering the true gas exchange signals from the recorded data, can be considered as a high pass filter, which amplifies noise. In this study, we used a moving average with span of 10 data points to reduce the noise in the recorded data before applying the recovery methods. In the two methods that we will discuss in detail (ZT and EZT methods), one or more derivatives of the data must be taken. To reduce the noise amplification that occurs when taking derivatives, we filtered the noise with a moving average after taking each derivative.

All input recovery methods magnify noise. We applied each method to the recorded signal at time points when there was not any CO~2~ in the chamber, and all the recorded data is noise. We determined the root mean square of the recovered signal, which is pure noise, and considered twice this value as a threshold. In the evaluation experiments, we considered any signal below this threshold as noise and applied a stronger filter for these signals (moving average with the span of 50 points).

Case study: objectively determining spiracular opening in beetles {#sec014}
-----------------------------------------------------------------

An important question in studying gas exchange in insects is determining the status of the spiracles and the durations of closed and open phases \[[@pone.0139508.ref013]\]. In many insects, it is difficult to unequivocally determine the status of the spiracles, and in some cases an indirect method is employed to objectively determine the duration of the closed and open phases of the spiracles \[[@pone.0139508.ref030]\]. Here, we measure ${\overset{˙}{V}}_{CO_{2}}$ of the animal and then compare it with a specified threshold using the same method as described by Contreras et al. \[[@pone.0139508.ref030]\]. This cutoff threshold is defined by the ${\overset{˙}{V}}_{CO_{2}}$ under the condition of hyperoxia. It is known that under hyperoxia, the duration of the closed phase of spiracles significantly increases. Therefore, to determine the cutoff threshold, ${\overset{˙}{V}}_{CO_{2}}$ of the animal under hyperoxic condition (100% oxygen) was measured. Then the average of the lowest continuous ${\overset{˙}{V}}_{CO_{2}}$ values during a two-minute trial is multiplied by a factor of four and considered the cutoff threshold. If ${\overset{˙}{V}}_{CO_{2}}$ is above this threshold, then the spiracles are assumed to be open, otherwise they are considered closed \[[@pone.0139508.ref030]\].

In this experiment, we used *Zophobas morio* beetles (Carolina Biology Supply, NC, USA) to determine the duration of opening phase. Animals were maintained in a terrarium containing a mixture of sand and soil and were provided bran meal and water *ad libitum*. The CO~2~ production rate of a *Z*. *morio* adult was measured in the 28 mL respirometry chamber with an inlet flow rate of 500 mL/min for an hour at 22°C. Then, the inlet air was replaced with 100% oxygen for 20 minutes to maintain the hyperoxic condition to find the cutoff threshold.

Results {#sec015}
=======

Analyzing the Z-transform method {#sec016}
--------------------------------

Comparing Eqs [5](#pone.0139508.e010){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [7](#pone.0139508.e013){ref-type="disp-formula"} shows that the impulse response of the respirometry system in the ZT model is a first-order exponential decay, expressed as: $$h(t) = \frac{F}{V}e^{- \frac{F}{V}t}$$

However, our experimentally-determined impulse responses of the respirometry systems are not consistent with exponential decay ([Fig 4](#pone.0139508.g004){ref-type="fig"}). Using fans within the respirometry chamber improves the mixing, but even in the presence of fans, the impulse responses are still not close to a first-order exponential decay ([Fig 5](#pone.0139508.g005){ref-type="fig"}).

![Impulse responses of three respirometry chambers with five different flow rates.\
None of the impulse responses are in the form of pure exponential decay.](pone.0139508.g004){#pone.0139508.g004}

![The effect of fans on the impulse response of the system.\
Even after using a fan the impulse responses do not approach exponential decay. In this experiment the impulse responses for a 28 mL respirometry chamber in different flow rates is determined when the embedded fans within the chamber are on and off.](pone.0139508.g005){#pone.0139508.g005}

A new model for respirometry impulse response {#sec017}
---------------------------------------------

After determining the impulse response of different combinations of chambers and flow rates, we explored several different functions in an attempt to better model the response. We found that the shape of the impulse response can be described more accurately using the expression *α t* ^*m*^ *e* ^−*βt*^ rather than that of a simple exponential decay, expressed as *α e* ^−*βt*^. Here *m*, *α*, and *β* are parameters of the system; *α* is a coefficient used to normalize the impulse response and is not independent from the other two parameters: $\alpha = \frac{\beta^{m + 1}}{m!}$ (see Appendix C in [S1 File](#pone.0139508.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for details).

The impulse response also contains a pure delay, which can be eliminated by simply shifting the data ([Fig 6](#pone.0139508.g006){ref-type="fig"}). [Table 1](#pone.0139508.t001){ref-type="table"} shows the value of the parameters *m*, *β*, and the delay for each impulse response. Later, we demonstrate the governing dynamical equations of the system can be derived if *m* is an integer number. In general, *m* can be any positive real number, but forcing it to be an integer does not significantly increase the error. In the next section, we show that the first *m+*1 derivatives from the recorded data are needed to recover the actual metabolic patterns. Therefore, we try to minimize *m* without losing accuracy. As an example, the actual impulse response of the 28 mL chamber with flow rate of 1250 mL/min, which is determined experimentally, is compared with three other estimated impulse responses ([Fig 6](#pone.0139508.g006){ref-type="fig"}): 1) the best fit exponential decay (the ZT method), 2) the best fit new model (*α t* ^*m*^ *e* ^*−βt*^) with a real number for *m*, 3) the best fit new model (*α t* ^*m*^ *e* ^*−βt*^) with *m* restricted to be an integer. The parameters of the models were determined by minimizing the ITAE. The ITAE of the models is 39.3%, 6.9%, and 7.1% respectively. These results indicate that the new model fits the real impulse response more accurately than the simple impulse response. It also shows that the error due to forcing the parameter *m* to be an integer number is negligible (see [Fig 5](#pone.0139508.g005){ref-type="fig"} and [Table 1](#pone.0139508.t001){ref-type="table"}).

![Fitting different curves to the impulse response.\
The curves with new equations fit more accurately to experimentally determined impulse response than the exponential decaying curve (black).](pone.0139508.g006){#pone.0139508.g006}

10.1371/journal.pone.0139508.t001

###### Parameters of the impulse responses.

Experimentally-determined impulse responses of three respirometry chambers in five different flow rates were modeled in four ways. In the first three models, αt^m^e^−βt^ has been fitted to the data. Here m, α, and β are constant parameters that are needed to fit this curve (αt^m^e^−βt^) to the experimental data (see text for details). In the first one, *m* is considered as a real number. In the second, one we restricted the *m* to be an integer and then found the parameters. In the third one, we decreased *m* to the lowest integer number without having more than 10% ITAE ($\int_{0}^{\infty}\left| e \middle| dt \right.$). In the last one, we forced *m* to be zero in order to recover the ZT model.

![](pone.0139508.t001){#pone.0139508.t001g}

               Best fit curve   EZT method   ZT method                                                       
  ----- ------ ---------------- ------------ ----------- ---- -------- ------- --- -------- ------- -------- -------
        125    1.65             0.188        12.75       2    0.206    12.05   1   0.15     14.16   0.066    16.62
        250    0.97             0.246        5.87        1    0.249    5.82    1   0.249    5.82    0.1094   7.204
  28    500    1.16             0.49         4.08        1    0.459    4.19    1   0.459    4.19    0.2018   5.025
        1250   2.85             2.089        1.5         3    2.142    1.47    2   1.761    1.68    0.5657   2.236
        2500   14.2             6.58         0.29        14   6.53     0.29    3   3.045    0.79    0.8091   1.338
        125    0.86             0.054        18.9        1    0.057    18.09   1   0.057    18.09   0.2441   23.95
        250    1.83             0.178        10.58       2    0.185    10.2    1   0.134    12.51   0.0575   15.15
  125   500    1.12             0.246        6.27        1    0.234    6.44    1   0.234    6.44    0.1011   8.0
        1250   0.35             0.291        2.46        0    0.189    2.74    0   0.189    2.74    0.1892   2.74
        2500   0.67             0.592        1.42        1    0.699    1.26    1   0.699    1.26    0.3057   1.77
        125    0.026            0.005        29.36       0    0.0035   29.75   0   0.0035   29.75   0.0035   29.75
        250    0.048            0.011        19.91       0    0.0102   20.46   0   0.0102   20.46   0.0102   20.46
  600   500    0.144            0.027        13.83       0    0.0217   14.65   0   0.0217   14.65   0.0217   14.65
        1250   0.206            0.042        14.36       0    0.0313   15.33   0   0.0313   15.33   0.0313   15.33
        2500   0.204            0.131        3.03        0    0.0969   3.26    0   0.0969   3.26    0.0968   3.26

Extension of ZT (EZT) method {#sec018}
----------------------------

The governing equation of a LTI system with an impulse response of *α t* ^*m*^ *e* ^*−βt*^ is as follows: $$u(t) = \frac{1}{\alpha m!}e^{- \beta t}\frac{d^{m + 1}}{dt^{m + 1}}\left( {e^{\beta t}c(t)} \right)$$

See Appendix D in [S1 File](#pone.0139508.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for details. This equation can be expanded to: $$u(t) = {\sum\limits_{k = 0}^{m + 1}{a_{k}\overset{(k)}{c}(t)}}$$ where $\overset{(k)}{c}(t)$ is the *k* ^*th*^ derivative of *c*(*t*) and $$a_{k} = \frac{1}{\beta^{k}}\begin{pmatrix}
{m + 1} \\
k \\
\end{pmatrix}\mspace{54mu}(k = 0,\, 1,\ldots,\, m + 1)$$

[Eq 10](#pone.0139508.e026){ref-type="disp-formula"} determines the instantaneous gas exchange from the recorded data and its derivatives. From this equation, it can be seen that *m*+1 derivatives of the data are required to recover the actual signal. The ZT method ([Eq 4](#pone.0139508.e009){ref-type="disp-formula"}) is included as a special case, by setting *m* = 0 and $\alpha = \beta = \frac{F}{V}$. Here, only the first derivative of the data is used to recover the instantaneous gas exchange signal.

This method uses *m* derivatives of the recorded data, and therefore potentially magnifies the noise. Here we use three techniques to reduce the noise amplification. First, we use noise-robust techniques to take derivatives from the noisy data (see Appendix E in [S1 File](#pone.0139508.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). It is also possible to take derivatives from the data and then smooth them using a moving average, which we found to be equally effective. Second, we filtered the noise after each derivation. Lastly, we used approximate fits to the impulse responses with smaller *m* ('Small *m*\' column in [Table 1](#pone.0139508.t001){ref-type="table"}). As [Table 2](#pone.0139508.t002){ref-type="table"} shows, most of the impulse responses can be approximately modeled using *m* ≤ 3.

10.1371/journal.pone.0139508.t002

###### Estimated parameters of ZT and EZT methods using Eqs [2](#pone.0139508.e006){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [11](#pone.0139508.e027){ref-type="disp-formula"} and from experimental data.

![](pone.0139508.t002){#pone.0139508.t002g}

        F     Parameter                                                     
  ----- ----- ------------------------------------------------------ ------ -------
        250   [Eq 2](#pone.0139508.e006){ref-type="disp-formula"}    6.72   \-
  ZT    250   Experiment                                             12.2   \-
        500   [Eq 2](#pone.0139508.e006){ref-type="disp-formula"}    3.36   \-
        500   Experiment                                             5.3    \-
        250   [Eq 12](#pone.0139508.e029){ref-type="disp-formula"}   8.03   16.13
  EZT   250   Experiment                                             12.3   41.2
        500   [Eq 12](#pone.0139508.e029){ref-type="disp-formula"}   4.36   4.75
        500   Experiment                                             5.2    5.1

Generalized ZT (GZT) method {#sec019}
---------------------------

The Bartholomew method ([Eq 4](#pone.0139508.e009){ref-type="disp-formula"}) and its extension ([Eq 11](#pone.0139508.e027){ref-type="disp-formula"}) show that the instantaneous gas exchange can be written as a linear combination of the data points and their derivatives. In discrete form, the instantaneous signal at any point is a linear combination of several data points around it. Here, we extend this idea and present a simple but efficient numerical method to recover the true metabolic signals. Because the input at any time *k* (in discrete form) affects the future outputs for some duration, the conjecture is that the input (instantaneous gas exchange signal) can be estimated by a linear combination of *N* future outputs: $$u(k) = {\sum\limits_{j = 0}^{N}{a_{j}c(k + j)}}$$ where *N* is equal to or less than the length of impulse response. All parameters (*a* ~*j*~) depend on the dynamical characteristics of the respirometry system and must be determined experimentally. We call these parameters 'calibration coefficients'. To find the calibration coefficients, a series of known inputs should be injected into the chamber and the output recorded. Then, the input and output data points should be placed in [Eq 13](#pone.0139508.e031){ref-type="disp-formula"} and solved to determine the unknown calibration coefficients *a* ~0~ to *a* ~N~, using the least squares method to minimize the error: $$a = {(C^{T}C)}^{- 1}C^{T}u$$ where *a* = (*a* ~0~,⋯,*a* ~*N*~)^*T*^, *u* = (*u*(0),⋯,*u*(*n*))^*T*^, and *C* is a matrix composed of the output data points: $$C = \begin{pmatrix}
C_{0} \\
C_{1} \\
 \vdots \\
C_{n} \\
\end{pmatrix},\qquad C_{j} = \left( {c(j),\cdots,c(j + N)} \right)^{T}$$

The GZT method can be implemented in practice using the following steps:

*step-1*: Infuse CO~2~ gas with a known arbitrary pattern (*u*(*t*)) into the respirometry chamber and record the output signal (*c*(*t*)). The length of the input, *n*, should be several times larger than the length of the impulse response to produce the most accurate results.

*step-2*: Construct the matrix *C* using [Eq 15](#pone.0139508.e033){ref-type="disp-formula"} and then use it in [Eq 14](#pone.0139508.e032){ref-type="disp-formula"} to calculate the calibration coefficients (*a*).

*step-3*: To determine the instantaneous gas exchange signal (u) in a real experiment, use the recorded data from the gas analyzer and the calibration coefficients (vector *a*) in [Eq 13](#pone.0139508.e031){ref-type="disp-formula"}.

To help a researcher implement these steps in practice, a MATLAB code is provided ([S2 File](#pone.0139508.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) and explained in the Supporting Information (Appendix G in [S1 File](#pone.0139508.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This code is also permanently available online at GitHub \[[@pone.0139508.ref031]\]; improvements to the code and a planned port to Python will be implemented and posted there in the future.

Experimental verification {#sec020}
-------------------------

### Determining the parameters {#sec021}

[Table 2](#pone.0139508.t002){ref-type="table"} provides estimated parameters using Eqs [4](#pone.0139508.e009){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [12](#pone.0139508.e029){ref-type="disp-formula"} and compares them with the experimentally determined parameters for the ZT and EZT methods. The coefficient in the generalized method was determined by using the [Eq 14](#pone.0139508.e032){ref-type="disp-formula"}. N in this equation was selected by trial and error (N = 230), by applying the method with different N's on calibration trials data and minimizing the input estimation error.

### Recovering frequently changing respirometry signals {#sec022}

In the first evaluation experiments, CO~2~ was infused into the chamber with several different frequencies. The input signal was estimated by using all three described methods. The real input and recovered data using the ZT method, the EZT method, and the GZT method are compared in [Fig 7](#pone.0139508.g007){ref-type="fig"}. In general, the performance of all the methods decreases with increasing the frequency ([Table 3](#pone.0139508.t003){ref-type="table"}). The IATE of the EZT method was less than the ZT method in all the tests, and the performance of the GZT method was better than both ZT and EZT methods ([Fig 7](#pone.0139508.g007){ref-type="fig"}, and [Table 3](#pone.0139508.t003){ref-type="table"}). The GZT method especially improves the results for high-frequency gas exchange, which is particularly difficult to recover. The recovered signal by this method was synchronized with the real input even for the 0.5 Hz pulses ([Fig 7](#pone.0139508.g007){ref-type="fig"}); however, the recovered 1 Hz signal is over-damped. The EZT recovered signals are synchronized with the true input signals at 0.1 and 0.167 Hz and show similar peaks at 0.25 Hz, but for higher-frequency inputs, the recovered signal is damped. ZT recovered signals are synchronized only in the lowest frequency input (0.1 Hz) and 0.167 Hz with high flow rate (500 mL/min). The estimations of this method are over-damped in higher frequencies. Collectively, in terms of having minimum error of signal recovery, the GZT method performs better than ZT and EZT methods and the performance of the EZT method is better than the ZT method ([Table 3](#pone.0139508.t003){ref-type="table"}).

![Comparing different methods for recovering the CO~2~ input.\
CO~2~ was infused with rectangular pulses with different frequency and duration into the respirometry chamber in two flow rates of 250 and 500 mL/min and the output was recorded (A). ZT, EZT, and GZT methods were used to recover the CO~2~ inputs from the recorded data (B and C). The results indicate that the precision of GZT method is significantly higher than the ZT and EZT methods and the EZT is more precise than the ZT method.](pone.0139508.g007){#pone.0139508.g007}

10.1371/journal.pone.0139508.t003

###### Normalized ITAE to the area of the input signal of the recovered signals in different frequencies.

![](pone.0139508.t003){#pone.0139508.t003g}

        F     Normalized ITAE                              
  ----- ----- ----------------- -------- -------- -------- --------
  ZT          1.1767            1.1667   1.1683   1.5375   1.6032
  EZT   250   0.7577            0.6889   0.8073   1.2268   1.3170
  GZT         0.3269            0.4096   0.4757   0.7862   1.2056
  ZT          0.4500            0.7904   0.9496   1.1264   1.4902
  EZT   500   0.3724            0.5400   0.9004   1.2114   1.4116
  GZT         0.2699            0.4855   0.5010   0.7204   1.3549

In the next evaluation, the methods were used to recover a very short pulse of CO~2~. All of the methods were able to recover short pulses, but with different precisions ([Fig 8](#pone.0139508.g008){ref-type="fig"}). The normalized IATE for the ZT, EZT, and GZT is 2.3702, 2.2332, and 1.7781, respectively, which indicates that the GZT method is more accurate than the other two.

![Comparison of ZT, EZT, and GZT methods.\
The injected input of 100 ppm CO~2~ with duration of 200 ms into the 28 mL respirometry chamber is estimated from the output signal using different methods.](pone.0139508.g008){#pone.0139508.g008}

### Case study: objectively determining spiracular opening in beetles {#sec023}

To demonstrate the real-world effect of higher precision signal recovery, we recorded the CO~2~ release rate of *Zophobas morio* to identify the opening and closing phase of its spiracles. To objectively determine the opened or closed status of spiracles, we compared the CO~2~ production rate of the animal with the threshold, and whenever the signal was above the threshold, we considered the spiracles to be open. The threshold CO~2~ rate for the animal was found to be 1.12 μL/min from the hyperoxic experiment. The ZT, EZT, and GZT methods were applied to the data to calculate the duration of opening and closing phases ([Fig 9](#pone.0139508.g009){ref-type="fig"}). The percentage of time that the spiracles were open was determined by dividing the summation of the open times by the duration of the experiment ([Table 4](#pone.0139508.t004){ref-type="table"}). The calculated open phase durations can vary greatly across methods ([Fig 9](#pone.0139508.g009){ref-type="fig"}, [Table 4](#pone.0139508.t004){ref-type="table"}).

![Recovery of the actual metabolic rate of a beetle.\
ZT, EZT, and GZT methods were applied on the recorded respirometry data of a *Zophobas morio* adult and the recovered instantaneous signals compared with a threshold line to find the open and closed phase of the spiracles.](pone.0139508.g009){#pone.0139508.g009}

10.1371/journal.pone.0139508.t004

###### Calculated opening phase based on different recovered respiratory data.

![](pone.0139508.t004){#pone.0139508.t004g}

  Method     Opening phase (%)
  ---------- -------------------
  Raw data   70.2
  ZT         44.6
  EZT        41.1
  GZT        34.2

Discussion {#sec024}
==========

In this work, we experimentally determined the impulse response of three different respirometry chambers and showed that the impulse response can be modeled in the general form of *α t* ^*m*^ *e* ^*−βt*^. The extension of ZT (EZT) method, which is based on a new model of the impulse response, demonstrated an improvement in estimation of the instantaneous gas exchange up to 41% ([Table 3](#pone.0139508.t003){ref-type="table"}, Figs [7](#pone.0139508.g007){ref-type="fig"} and [8](#pone.0139508.g008){ref-type="fig"}). The performance of the generalized ZT (GZT) method was considerably higher than the previous methods, with experiments demonstrating an enhancement up to 72% ([Table 3](#pone.0139508.t003){ref-type="table"}, Figs [7](#pone.0139508.g007){ref-type="fig"} and [8](#pone.0139508.g008){ref-type="fig"}).

The GZT method is not only more accurate than ZT and EZT, but it is independent of the shape of impulse response, which means that it should be broadly applicable to any respirometry system. The impulse response of a system contains all the dynamical characteristics of the system, and many parameters affect its shape. In experimental respirometry systems, the geometry of the chamber and tubing, flow rate, diffusion rate of the gas, and the dynamical properties of the gas analyzer are involved in shaping the impulse response. The new mathematical representation of the impulse response that we introduced in this paper, *α t* ^*m*^ *e* ^*−βt*^, more accurately fits the empirical data from our respirometry systems than does the previous version, *α e* ^*−βt*^. However, we cannot claim that this improvement represents the global form of the impulse response for any arbitrary respirometry system, because it was determined experimentally from a limited combination of our respirometry chambers and flow rates. Therefore, the method that was developed based on this equation, EZT, might not be suitable for all flow-through respirometry systems. Instead, we recommend the GZT method as a safer method to use.

Although the precision of the methods was demonstrated experimentally, there still remain multiple major issues to address in future studies: 1) A general algorithm to determine the uncertainty of the presented methods does not yet exist; therefore, the first open question would be how to establish such an algorithm. 2) An algorithm to choose the optimum sampling rate (1/*T*) is not developed. To recover high-frequency gas exchange patterns, the sampling rate should be relatively high. However, increasing the sampling rate lowers the signal-to-noise ratio, and thus can adversely affect the derivatives of the data, where errors are amplified by greater noise. Therefore, it would be useful to develop a method to determine optimum sampling rates for real systems. 3) In the GZT method, the choice of *N* in [Eq 13](#pone.0139508.e031){ref-type="disp-formula"} is done by trial and error, and different choices for *N* may lead to different results. A defined algorithm for finding *N* needs to be developed.

In addition to the ZT method, other methods such as a moving average \[[@pone.0139508.ref023]\], trend identification \[[@pone.0139508.ref015]\], Kalman-Bucky \[[@pone.0139508.ref016]\], and stochastic deconvolution with regularization parameter \[[@pone.0139508.ref017]\], have been used before to estimate the actual pattern of the gas exchange in room calorimeters. The stochastic deconvolution method has been shown to have a better performance in recovering the transient response of whole-body calorimeters in comparison with moving average, trend identification, and Kalman-Bucky \[[@pone.0139508.ref017]\]. To the best of our knowledge, these have not been compared with the ZT method. In a previous study \[[@pone.0139508.ref017]\], the stochastic regularization method was applied to a respirometry chamber with the volume of a 16.6 m^3^, flow rates of 50--150 L/min, sampling rate of 1/min, and the impulse response of the system was considered to be an exponential decay. This method recovered periodic rectangular CO~2~ pulses with periods down to 16 minutes. The stochastic deconvolution method uses high-dimensional square matrices with the size of the length of the recorded data. Therefore, applying this method to data from long experiments or with high sampling rates may be difficult or require modifications, resulting from the large size of the data set. But the ZT, EZT, and GZT methods can be applied to data sets of any size. In the examples we presented here, we recovered rectangular CO~2~ pulses with periods down to 4 seconds. But these results are not comparable; because the methods have been applied on two different systems, with different chambers, flow rates, and sampling rates. Lastly, we have not yet not compared our new methods (EZT and GZT) with the stochastic deconvolution method; this will be conducted in a future study.

The presented methods are suitable for any flow-through respirometry system of any size and may also be applicable in indirect calorimeters, in which other methods have been used to recover their original signals \[[@pone.0139508.ref023], [@pone.0139508.ref032]\]. Moreover, because the GZT method works for any linear system with any impulse response, it can potentially be used to provide a more precise input estimation for previously published data across physiological systems. In general, in many physiological processes such as hormonal secretion, production of glucose, and oxygen consumption it is difficult or impossible to directly measure the signal of interest, and typically they have been measured indirectly \[[@pone.0139508.ref001], [@pone.0139508.ref013], [@pone.0139508.ref016]--[@pone.0139508.ref018], [@pone.0139508.ref033]--[@pone.0139508.ref040]\]. In all of these examples, the relationship between the input signal (the signal of interest) and the output signal, which is possible to measure, can be estimated with a linear differential equation. Therefore the ZT, EZT, and GZT methods might be broadly useful for input estimation of these biological systems.

Previous respiratory work has applied signal recovery to analyze slow phenomena (on the order of minutes) \[[@pone.0139508.ref001], [@pone.0139508.ref017], [@pone.0139508.ref026]\]. However, there could be much more valuable information if the fast dynamical signals were also recovered from the recorded data. For instance, there are many fast processes that could affect the respiration of animals. Examples of events in insects that occur on the second or sub-second timescale include abdominal pumping \[[@pone.0139508.ref041]\], compression of tracheal tubes \[[@pone.0139508.ref010], [@pone.0139508.ref011]\], and opening of spiracles \[[@pone.0139508.ref042]\]. To study the effect of these dynamical behaviors in insects, it is necessary to recover the sub-second signals from the respirometry data, which we have shown is possible to do more accurately with our new methods. Overall, these developments demonstrate that experimentalists can extract more information from their data, leading to a truly time-resolved understanding of the respiratory patterns of animals.

Supporting Information {#sec025}
======================

###### Mathematical and experimental details of the method, including seven appendices (A-G).

(PDF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Matlab code and sample data files to implement the GZT method, to enable researchers to apply the method with their own experimental data.

(ZIP)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.
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